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 Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf isotopic systems are not affected by volatile 
loss during planet formation or by core partitioning, so that bulk 
silicate Earth (BSE) composition should be well known.  Hf-Nd 
isotopes of crust and mantle are well correlated,  but trends through 
these data are offset from the current Hf-Nd CHUR values by 3 εHf 
units (Vervoort et al., 1999).  This has been used to argue for a 
hidden reservoir to balance the Hf-Nd array with BSE (Blichert-Toft 
and Albarède, 1997).  Implicit in this theory is the assumption that 
we know BSE Hf-Nd values.  
 We present Lu-Hf and Sm-Nd isotopes for 6 carbonaceous and 
13 ordinary chondrites.  Sm-Nd parameters have a narrow range 
along a 4.55 Ga isochron, centered on the values currently in use 
(143Nd/144Nd = 0.512638, 147Sm/144Nd = 0.1966 with fractionation 
correction based on 146Nd/144Nd = 0.7219; Jacobsen and 
Wasserburg, 1980; 1984). Excluding Bjurböle, the chondrites vary 
in 143Nd/144Nd from 0.512602 to 0.512678 with average of 
0.512639.  This is a variation of less than 1.5 εNd units and of <2.5% 
in 147Sm/144Nd, verifying current CHUR Sm-Nd values. 
 The chondrites span a large range in 176Hf/177Hf and 176Lu/177Hf 
and fall along a 4.55 Ga isochron (using a decay constant of 
1.865.10-11; Scherer et al., 2002; Söderlund et al., 2003) with 
intercept of ~0.2798.  All chondrites form a trend with 176Hf/177Hf 
from 0.282678 to 0.282949 and 176Lu/177Hf from 0.03014 to 
0.03539.  This is a range of ~18 εHf units and a ~17% variation in 
Lu/Hf.  Results are similar to those of Bizzarro et al. (2003), except 
that their data extend to lower and higher Lu/Hf than do ours.  There 
appears to be a difference between carbonaceous and ordinary 
chondrites. Carbonaceous chondrites have 176Hf/177Hf and 
176Lu/177Hf values that average 0.282849 and 0.03422, respectively, 
compared with 0.282678 and 0.03216 for ordinary chondrites.  This 
is a difference between the two chondrite groups of more than 6 εHf 
units and 6.4% in Lu/Hf ratio. 
 These results have serious implications for the Hf-Nd isotopic 
composition of BSE.  The average of all our Lu-Hf chondrite data is 
a value close to the current CHUR (176Hf/177Hf = 0.282772, 
176Lu/177Hf = 0.0332; Blichert-Toft and Albarède, 1997).  However, 
if we set BSE CHUR values based on carbonaceous chondrites, the 
BSE point is ~2.7 εHf units higher.  Precisely this adjustment to the 
CHUR value would place it near the center of the terrestrial array 
and obviate the need for a hidden reservoir.  We will discuss the 
advantages or otherwise of this approach with other practitioners of 
Lu-Hf isotope geochemistry. 
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